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Dear Readers,
Dear Friends of the Reinhardt Abraham Memorial Foundation,
My dear Aviation Colleagues,
This year marks the 10th anniversary of the Reinhardt Abraham Studienförderung (RASf) which was
th
jointly established by The Boeing Company and Deutsche Lufthansa on June 13 , 1996 in Berlin in
memory of Reinhardt Abraham. According to RASf’
s charter its objective is to foster the further education
and training of students in the field of aviation and air transportation. This objective has been achieved
successfully already in the first decade of its existance.
56 students could enjoy already RASf’
s support: 32 students from the Technical University of Berlin spent
a 6months internship at Boeing in Seattle and 24 students accomplished research work on an exchange
basis at the University of Seattle and the Technical University of Berlin, respectively.
From its very beginning RASf was integrated into the already existing Deutsche Lufthansa Berlin-Stiftung
(DLBS), a foundation instituted by Reinhardt Abraham in 1986 aimed at restoring, operating and
displaying historical aircraft and at supporting science associated with civil aviation. The most famous of
its historical aircraft is a former Lufthansa Junkers Ju 52 which made its maiden flight the 6 th of April 1936.
Well, reading these dates you certainly have realized that 2006 provides a triple anniversary to us: RASf’
s
10th, DLBS’
s 20th and Ju 52’
s 70th anniversary!
We will celebrate these three anniversaries together on April 6, 2006, Auntie Ju’
s 70th birthday as the
most prominent date.
Later the year an Alumni meeting will be held in Berlin in order to review their so far gained business
experience and to celebrate also with them RASf’
s 10 years of successful accomplishment.
And you, donators, supporters, friends and those personally involved in Academia and organisation, you
enabled RASf to achieve this success! For this, I thank you very much
also on behalf of the a.m. 56 students and those who hopefully will get this chance in the years to come.
For our anniversary year 2006 all the best to all of you!
Dr.Gerwin Dienger
Chairman
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Hello Wolfgang !

Tschuess Michelle but not forever !

Wolfgang Hübel B.Sc.
Deutsche Lufthansa Berlin-Stiftung
Technical Director &
Secretary of the Foundation, Hamburg

Michelle M. Colby
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, Seattle
BCA Engineering & Manufacturing HR

Dear RASf-friends and colleagues,
As we all know, change is a constant in our
lives. Changes have been made in our
HR organization and the Global Trainees are
now being handled by my colleague Sarah
Sheldon. My sincere wish that Sarah
experiences the same wonderful relationships
that I have with all of you over the years. My
trip to Berlin and Hamburg last year will be
with me always. Not to mention, we have had
great success with this partnership.

I would like to introduce myselfe as the new
Secretary of the Foundation/Technical Director
of the DLBS and new member of the RASffamily.
I started in aviation in 1978 as an aircraft
mechanic. Growing up in becoming an
approved senior inspector and later on
studying mechanical engineering and aviation
engineering beside my main business. With
years of experience, I became qualified as a
specialist for aviation techniques.
In 2001 I left general aviation and started
working for Lufthansa Technik, Hamburg in the
quality assurance department up to the 1st of
April this year when Dr. Dienger asked me to
join the DLBS.
Now, I’
m looking back to 8 moths being in this
different and intesting field of work. I enjoy this
job very much.
In my private life - and if time allows - I love to
fly by myself together with my wife and my two
teenager daughters.

I wish you all the best always.
Cordially yours,
Michelle

The entire RASf-Crew would like to thank
Michelle for here good cooperation and
wonderful team-work. Beside all work we
have had together, we've had a lot of fun
too and good times of rememberance and
friendship !

I'm looking forward to continue the good
relationship
and
cooperation
of
my
predecessor Peter Struck.
All good wishes to all of you for 2006 !

Thank you again and all the best to you and
for your new business filled with success
and good partnership !
for the RASf-Team Marianne
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for me and I mastered it to my colleges’
absolute satisfaction.
Besides the work at Boeing I was also able to
experience one of the most important and
most famous holidays in the US: Thanksgiving!

Matthias Emmeneth
Trainee Program
from Oct. 15, 2004 to April 16, 2005
Course of Study: Aeronatuics & Aerospace TU-Berlin

"You are selected to be a global
At every fourth Thursday in November the
Americans remembers the early Pilgrims who
set ground at Plymouth Rock, MA in 1620.

intern at The Boeing Company … ”
by Mathias Emeneth
It is Wednesday the 12 th November in 2003,
minutes before 10 pm. An evening I’
ll never
forget. I was checking my emails and got
maybe the most interesting email I have ever
received in my entire life. “Dear Mr. Emeneth,
Congratulations ! You are selected to be a
global intern at The Boeing Company … ” I
wasn’
t able to read anything more ‘
cause I was
just jumping around, crying and shouting. I
really made it.
About one year later, in October 2004 I arrived
in Seattle where I stayed in a lovely apartment
environment in Lynnwood what is located
between Seattle and Everett. At that Boeing
facility I was working for the Noise Engineering
Group of the new 787. For about two month I
have done a lot of SEA (Statistical Energy
Analysis) calculations; a method to find out
what is the best fitting isolation in order to
make the 787 the quietest aircraft that has
ever been build. For example it was necessary
to figure out how big the noise transmission
lost is when you use different kind of
insulations or when you vary general gauges.
Thanks to a class - I was allowed to take - I got
a first introduction into that field of knowledge
what was really helpful. Finally the Noise
Engineering Group was searching for
someone who was able to develop a program
that should help them in displaying and
calculating data that were resulting from
laboratory tests. A new challenge was waiting

It is believed that they would not have made it
through the year without the help of the
American natives due to the devastating
winter. Anyway, together with two friends of
mine we went to Missoula, MT what is a
beautiful place as regards snowy landscape.
As far as you can see: forests and mountains.
We were invited by some friends to join them
at their celebration. It was the first time I ate
real American turkey with everything what is
included with it: some kind of a specific
stuffing, vegetable, mashed-potatoes, berries
and as the desert of course ice-cream and
pumpkin pie combined with a lot of red wine. In
order to make a long sentence short: Yummy !
Undeniably that Thanksgiving event belongs to
one of my best experiences I made during that
half a year, it was just amazing. Back in
Seattle I tried to spend every free minute for
one of my favorite hobbies. As an enthused
inline skater I really loved skating around the
Green Lake that is located in the northern part
of Seattle downtown. That beautiful place is an
eldorado for skater, cyclists and joggers as
you can see in the picture – made in the
middle of February. It made so much fun and
being able to feel the airstream on your face
and to enjoy the wonderful atmosphere was
just unique and also a good way to escape
from the everyday life. Furthermore I played
inline hockey once a week in Everett what was
another great opportunity in having fun.
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airplanes. ISM is also ensuring all programs
provide the data needed for Boeing and
Customer
Airlines
Training
Simulators.
Documents produced by the group provide
validation
data,
per
ICAO/FAA/JAA
requirements to support qualification of
customer’
s crew training simulators. Where
flight test validation data are not available ISM
generates engineering simulation data to fill
the gap. My main task was production of the
Integrated Validation Data (IVD) documents for
777-300ER and 737-700W models. This
required modifying and running of desktop
simulations in a UNIX environment, as well as
working document production issues such as
document layout and writing maneuver
descriptions. I also participated in a few flight
tests of B777 and B747 airplanes.

As a conclusion I think that it would hardly be
an exaggeration to say that those six months
were more than a life experience. Thanks to
the RASf I gained an insight into a new culture,
I met a lot of new friends and last but not least
I was allowed to work for one of the biggest
companies in the world regarding aircraft
construction thanks a million !!!

Marta Najfeld
Trainee Program
from Sept. 10, 2004 to April 16, 2005
Course of Study: Aeronautical Engineering TU-Berlin

" And there was more about to
happen … "

My other, not less important goal was to
improve my flying skills in the flyers paradise. I
joined the
Boeing
Employees
Flying
Association (BEFA) shortly after I got my
Boeing badge. I came to Seattle with my single
engine private pilot license with glider rating. I
also had a few hundreds of flight time hours,
which I mostly gained by towing gliders last
few years. My plan for Seattle was an
instrument rating and a commercial single a
multiengine license. The only thing I was
concerned about was the winter weather,
which could have been an issue especially in
that area. I kept flying every weekend and
sometimes on weekdays after work. It was a
hard time flying and finding enough time to
study all the theoretical stuff to be prepared for
the tests and the following check rides. But I
made it.

by Marta Najfeld
I can still remember my first day at Boeing like
it was today. I met Karen Rommel, She was
supposed to give me some orientation tips.
The first one she gave me was: “Boeing is
awesome! You’
ll love it here!” That was
something I had to remember wondering
whether she was right or not.
For my work at Boeing, I was assigned to
support
the
Integrated
Simulation
Management Group (ISM).
This group is a part of System Engineering
and is managing integrated simulations to
ensure they support engineering development,
analysis & test activities for all BCAG
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glad to get the chance to go to Seattle.
Funnily, it was the only city I knew in the USA
because of a short school exchange in 1996.

After 5 months of flying, I left Seattle with a US
commercial single and multi engine license,
instrument rating, a couple of hours powered
airplane aerobatics, and two hours of B767400 training time logged in my logbook. I
decided to stay a little bit longer in the US and
move to Minden, NV to improve my soaring
skills … and there was more about to happen
…

Preparation was, in retro perspective, easy
and straightforward. The visa issues were less
complicated than sometimes propagated. I
decided to secure a room prior to my arrival in
Seattle. I soon found out that this was a
questionable decision. I rented a room close to
university but compared to my ideas of
housing it was lousy but expensive. I did not
care too much and finally it was just my
personal laziness that prevented me from
moving.

By the way… you know what? Karen was so
right… not only about Boeing but about all the
friends I met there and about all the other
opportunities I had been given… I think I don’
t
have to write how thankful I am… I left my
heart up there and that’
s my way to say thank
you!

The university itself was great. First time I
walked over the campus I felt myself being in a
Harry Potter movie. Not only the buildings,
also
was
the
whole
organisation
commendable. I needed only one day to
register for classes and activities and to take
care of the necessary paper work.
After an exciting and exhausting week of
orientation I finally had my first class. I was
surprised by the workload and the intense
schedule. Weekly mandatory homework plus
tests and projects, everything packed in the
tiny period of 10 weeks did remind me of my
first semester in German university. I soon
experienced a very important habit of a college
student: you are always busy. No matter whom
I met on the campus everybody was
complaining about work, especially the laidback German students.
In both quarters I concentrated on control
engineering, taking overall 18 out of 26 credits
in control and flight dynamics classes. I
already did some of these classes in Germany
but thanks to the very different approach and
to the intense homework I was able to
increase my knowledge to a large extent. The
combination of theoretical German education
and practical American education proved to be
very instructive. Especially I want to mention
the control class of Professor Ly and the
project I did for Professor Rysdyk.

Jörg C. Fuchte
Student Exchange Program
from Sept. 10, 2004 to April 8, 2005
Course of Study: Aerospace Engineering TU-Berlin

"I felt myself being in a Harry
Potter movie … "
by Jörg Clemens Fuchte
I came to the Reinhardt Abraham exchange
program by chance. Originally, I applied for
exchange to Arizona State University but the
university cut the available spots. So I was

In the limited spare time I regularly visited the
IMA improving my squash skills. I spent a lot of
time with other exchange students but also
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with my American fellow students. Everybody
proved to be very open-minded and the
German stereotypes of the typical American
did not apply for most my friends. Famous
were the Wednesday nights spent in the
College Inn, honestly a very nasty pub. Also I
discovered the Seattle region and its very
special attractions.
I took the chance to travel in the US and was
able to visit California and Las Vegas over
Christmas and Florida and the major East
Coast cities after the winter quarter.

Oliver Schmidt
Student Exchange Program
from Sept. 10, 2004 to March 18, 2005
Course of Study: Aeronautics & Astronautics TU-Berlin

"The campus - nice buildings
from gothic to modern
architecture … "
by Oliver Schmidt
On September 10, 2004, Jörg and I finally
arrived in Portland, OR. We were picked up by
the Boeing Shuttle Service at the airport and
drove to Seattle. It was two weeks before
classes started. I lived on 17th Street,
approximately 200m from the main entrance of
the campus in student house called World
House where I met some good friends of mine
for the whole stay abroad in the first few days.
Besides from exploring the neighborhood and
Seattle downtown, I also did a lot the
necessary paperwork in the first week, i.e.
registering for classes, getting a Washington
state ID and so on. The last week right before
beginning of Fall Quarter ’
04 was “orientation
week”, organized by FIUTS, the organization
for international students. The trips to different
sites of Seattle, games and information
sessions were a great opportunity to meet new
people and valuable in getting life started in
United States. FIUTS organized trips
throughout the whole semester like hikes,
visits to Vancouver, Portland or skiing in
Canada, as well as a weekly meeting in the
College Inn, an Irish pup next to campus.
In the first quarter I did three classes, Air and
Space Vehicles (AA101), Flight Mechanics
(AA440) and Controls in Aerospace Systems

Half a year after I left Seattle the memories still
don’
t fade. I always think back with great
pleasure. It was a very intense half year
packed with professional experience and a lot
of fun. I want to thank all people who made
that possible, especially the people of the
Reinhardt Abraham Stiftung.
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center of the University of Washington. It is a
great location for doing any kind of sports from
swimming to basket ball to Kendo. The
University has a beautiful, huge and very
green campus with a lot of very nice buildings
from gothic to modern architecture. One of my
favorite places to go was University Avenue,
next to campus with plenty of restaurants,
delis, stores and cafés. My friends and I
always enjoyed going out to one of the many
Asian, Mexican or American restaurants after
school.

(AA450). AA101 is an introductory class and
was recommended to me by my advisor from
the University of Washington. It turned out to
be fun and useful in terms of getting used to
English aeronautical terminology but not
exactly educational regarding aeronautical
engineering. Flight Mechanics was a very
interesting class with a good amount of
practical application like wind tunnel testing
and group projects. Professor Eberhardt
instructed this class in addition to AA101. The
members of my Flight Mechanics project group
became close friends of mine and I moved in
their house on 11th Street after Christmas. In
Winter Quarter ’
05 I registered for Aerospace
Heat Transfer (AA419), Aerodynamics of
Viscid Fluids (AA507), CFD I (AA509) and
Visualization & CAD (ME123). The latter one is
practical class for learning how to use Solid
Works to model 3D objects. Heat Transfer with
Professor Hermanson and Aerodynamics of
Viscid Fluids with professor Breidenthal were
two extremely interesting classes I really
enjoyed. CFD I was interesting but very
theoretical and the hardest class by far.
Studying in the US turned out to be quite
different from what I was used from the
Technical University of Berlin. The weekly
homework and preparation for midterms, tests
and finals exams were quite challenging and
took a lot of time. It reminded me a little bit of
German school. I had to work harder during
the quarter then it was the case in Berlin.
While it was a great deal of work, this system
did force you to keep up with class.

Finishing, I would like to thank the whole RASf
team for giving me this great opportunity. I had
an amazing time and would have loved to stay
at least one more quarter. I made so many
good friends from the United States to Sweden
to France to Japan whom I will never forget
and surely see again. Actually, right now a
friend of mine from Seattle is visiting me.
Bryan took three weeks off after graduation
this summer and is in Berlin now. Hopefully, he
will enjoy Europe as much as I enjoyed the
USA!

However, this gave me the chance to meet
many American students during group
projects, homework sessions and field trips. I
always took my time for numerous trips with
FIUTS, parties, movie nights, sports, bars,
sports bars and so on with my friends. I also
had the chance to fly with professor Eberhardt
in his Piper Clipper, go to a Huskies Football
game, American Halloween and the farewell
party organized by my room-mates at the end
of my time in the US. These are only a few of
the times I really enjoyed during my stay.
Apart from working, the University of
Washington offers a great variety of
recreational activities. One has to mention the
IMA (Intramural Activities Building), the sports
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Pablo M. Navarro Bullock

Gunter Ertel

Student Exchange Program
(from April 1st, 2003 to September 24th, 2003)
Course of Study: Aeronautics & Astronautics, UoWSeattle

Trainee Program
from April 15 th, 2005 to November 1 st, 2005
Course of Study: Transportation & Transportation
Systems / Aeronatuical Engineering TU-Berlin

"Return to the Hauptstadt

…"

"I highly recommend this Trainee
Program … ."

by Pablo M. Navarro Bullock
I first came to Berlin as a Reinhardt Abraham
exchange student in April of 2003. During my
six month stay I carried out reserach under
Prof. W. Nitsche at the Technische UniversitätBerlin (TUB). This reserch led to my master
thesis work in aerodynamics, which I
presented in Seattle opon my return at the end
of Sept. 2003. I obtained my MSc from the
University of Washington in March of 2004,
and was shortly thereafter informed that I had
been awarded a scholarship from the
Abgeordnetenhaus von Berlin (Berlin House of
Representatives), and would be returning to
Berlin at the begining of October 2004.

by Gunter Ertel
I started the 6-month Trainee Program with
Boeing in Seattle basically with a pretty long
flight and a 3 hour car ride from Portland to
Seattle. My first impressions of Seattle were
indeed – rainy! But what seemed to be an
interesting weather experience turned out to
be a perfect summer in Seattle.
Marcelo and I had roughly one and a half week
to buy a car, renting a room and whatever else
you have to do if you start living in a new
country. Everything turned out usually easier
than expected and we moved pretty soon into
our new homes.

I have been back in Berlin for almost two
months, and am working once again in the
aerodynamics group at the TUB, furthering the
research that I carried out during the summer
of 2003. My first experience in Berlin, under
the Reinhardt Abraham scholarship, was a
wonderful one, which led me to find a means
of returning. My current scholarship will allow
me to experience a winter and another
summer in the capital, during which time I
hope to further explore the city and its culture,
as well as the field of aerodynamics, of course.

Coming right from university, I was wondering
how much I actually learned in school and if
this knowledge is applicable to “the real”work
environment. I worked for 6 month in
Aerodynamics Stability and Control –
Simulation, located south of Seattle in Renton.
The big question for me of course was: What
are these engineers actually doing and will I be
capable to do the job?
Well, the answer is yes. And it was altogether
an unbelieveable enriching experience! My
group is dealing with the aerodynamical
aspects of simulation.
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Basically speaking on one end is the airplane
and at the other end the simulator. My group is
working on the necessary data processing to
achieve that finally simulations are “real”and
match the airplane. Part of this work - and also
my work - was to run and modify simulations,
produce Proof-of-Match documents, answer
costumer requests, attend simulator CAB
sessions and last but not least being part of
flight tests to obtain the necessary data.

I definitely wanna say a special thanks to Tim
Mazzitelli my supervisor, Nick Bull my lead,
Michelle Colby from human resources and
everyone else I worked with. And thanks of
course to RASF and especially Marianne
Grütjen who did an awesome job to get us
over there. Thank you all a lot for this
wonderful experience.

I was mainly working on a project to update
the 747-classic simulation to be compatible
with the current operating systems, interface
standards and the state of the art Motion-CAB.
Personal highlights of this trainee program
definitely were flying a full motion simulator,
and being part of several 777-200LR test
flights as a flight test engineer. To summarize
it all in one word: AWESOME! I had a whole
variety of interesting things to do and my
colleagues were just unbelievable helpful and
friendly, a great work environment. I highly
recommend this Trainee Program to everyone
who wants to experience and explore a great
company and a beautiful country.
Other than that, Seattle is neat place to live in.
Perfect for everyone who likes to enjoy city
and nature. There is no way that to get bored
here, almost to many opportunities to enjoy
nature and nightlife. You name it, hiking,
kayaking, whitewater rafting, neat restaurants
and places to go, what can I say, water and
mountains at the same time – a really great
area to explore. And besides all that I can truly
say that the personal relationships I
experienced on a daily basis with coworkers
and friends are just invaluable.

Marcelo Bellezze
Trainee Program
from April 15th , 2005 to November 1st, 2005
Course of Study: Aeronautical & Aerospace
Engineering, TU-Berlin

"My unforgettable Boeing
adventure started in April 2005 … "
by Marcelo Bellezze
… ..at Reliability, Maintainability & Testability
(RM&T).
The first month I had a brief
introduction to RM&T by the data group, where
I have learned about the incoming data and
the tools necessary to process and analyze it.
This form of introduction provided a really
good overview of the tools as well as it gave a
feeling about the data and its quality, which
turned out to be essential for a future RM&T
analyst. My participation at the “All Team
Meeting” of the “Working Together Program”
members was a great finale of this first month,
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I could enjoy the benefits of the “Learning
together”policy, which is encouraging Boeing
employees to take additional education. One
highlight of this education was the “Lean
Academy” which can be seen as an
introduction to the “Toyota Production System”
and the possibilities to apply the lean
principles to the workflow in your group in
order to form the “Boeing Production System”
in each department. I also was able to attend
some Catia V5 classes, which improved my
3D Cad design skills.
Beside the “regular RASf-Crew”, which did the
same amazing job they have already done for
the last 10 years, I wanted to thank my
manager,
Nirmala
Krishnan
for
her
incomparable support during my Global
Traineeship.

showing me the difficulties of standardizing the
data inputs of the operators and suppliers.
During my Global Trainee Program at Boeing
Company I also had the great opportunity to
work on a preliminary study into Schedule
Interruption Prediction.

Marta Najfeld - Part II Trainee Program
from Sept. 10, 2004 to April 16, 2005
Course of Study: Aeronautical Engineering TU-Berlin

Program leadership establishes specific
requirements and monitors the Technical
Performance
Measure
(TPM)
status
throughout a future aircraft design phase.
Schedule reliability prediction methodologies
are needed to facilitate supplier analysis
requirements. Schedule Reliability (SR), a
TPM, is defined by Boeing as the probability
that an aircraft, when scheduled for a revenue
departure, will leave the gate within 15 minutes
of its scheduled departure time without
incurring a chargeable delay, cancellation, air
turn back, or diversion.

"No one can predict to what hights
you can soar… "
by Marta Najfeld
… even you will not know until you spread
your wings.”
After finishing my internship at Boeing I moved
to the glider paradise Minden, NV to spend
there a couple more months before heading
back home. I was hoping to leave at least with
a completed diamond FAI glider badge, maybe

Boeing commercial aircraft are designed for
minimal schedule impact to the customer
airlines. This impact is measured for by the inservice schedule interrupt rate (SIR).
Beside this project I had the opportunity to
experience RM&T every day’
s work as well as
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going better than I thought and my average
speed was really good. I crossed my finish line
four hours after crossing the start line and my
average speed on the whole task was 125
km/h. In this way I set another two feminine
polish records in 15m and open class. Dreams
do come true. I left Minden with my completed
diamond badge, four feminine national records
and one world record. The glider SZD-55 I
flew all the records in, is also our first own
glider. We purchased this one just after
Bogdan’
s arrival. We spent all our savings on it
following the rule “you can sleep in your glider
but you can’
t fly your house”… At the time of
its purchase we would never say that my fifth
flight in it will be a world record flight. All in all it
was a great time being kind of homeless for
four months, living and hanging out at the
airport like a real airport bump, just enjoying
the simple life, people who we can call real
friends and of course flying, which couldn’
t be
better. We left our glider in Minden, in the
world’
s best soaring site to come back next
summer and go for more.

with even more than that. But what happened
there was beyond all my hopes and dreams.
It started on one of my first days in Minden
when I got a ride in a real P-51 Mustang
airplane and logged one hour pilot in
command time!
Just after I started flying myself I gained my
first diamond for a 300km goal. Shortly after
this flight my boyfriend Bogdan joined to get
some good flying over there again. This was
his second time in Minden after he has flown
there last summer. Few weeks after that, I was
soaring in the mountain wave hoping for a
good altitude flight that would give me my
second diamond. After reaching 18.000ft I
asked for a wave window, which would enable
me entering class A airspace. I got the
permission to climb up to 26.000ft and after
one hour I had my second diamond. I gained
almost 6.000m altitude in the mountain wave.
My absolute altitude was about 8.000m.
But the greatest was just about to happen …
one day I decided to go for a national feminine
speed record over a 100km triangle course in
the 15m class. I declared my task and took off
in the early afternoon. I flew my task three
times in a row being faster and faster on every
lap. On the last one I reached an average
speed of 154.05km/h and set two polish
national records (15m and open class), I was
hoping to set. The next morning we figured out
this is also going to be a feminine world record
in the 15m class. The previous record (142.3
km/h) was held by a German pilot Angelika
Machinek who flew it in 2002 in South Africa.
My record also turned out to be the first world
record set out of Minden since another Polish
pilot Edward Makula flew four world records
over there in 1974! There were tons of
paperwork to do and I realized that flying a
record is the easiest and the nicest part in the
whole record setting process.
My time in Minden was about to end but I
couldn’
t give up flying even two days before
leaving the US. Instead of packing and getting
ready to leave I decided to fly this one more
time. The weather looked too good to me not
to try how good it really is. I planned a 500 km
out and return course hoping to complete my
diamond badge. I took off about noon, went on
course and turned my turnpoint after two
hours. That was when I realized things were

Three world record holder on this photo:
Steve Fossett, Tim (Steves groundteam)
myself and the great and famous Terry Delore.

CONGRATULATION MARTA !
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Bryan S. Russo

Pablo M. Navarro Bullock
Part III

Student Exchange Program
from September 13 th, 2004 to January2nd, 2005
Course of Study: Materials Science and Engineering,
UoW, Seattle

Student Exchange Program
(from April 1st, 2003 to September 24th, 2003)
Course of Study: Aeronautics & Astronautics, UoWSeattle - now Donauwörth, Germany

To complete this newsletter, Bryan S. Russo should be
listed as well. Unfortunately, Bryan interrupted the
Student Exchange Program at the TU-Berlin for personal
reasons. Nevertheless, we do wish him success and
health to continue his studies in the future.
(sorry, no picture or article available)

Andy Squarra

"German Update

…"
by Pablo M. Navarro Bullock

Trainee Program
April 09, 2004 to December 2005 (extended)
Course of Study: Aeronautical Engineering TU-Berlin

More than two years have passed since I took
part in the Student Exchange Program (SEP)
of the Reinhardt Abraham Scholarship, when I
came to Berlin from the University of
Washington, but my time in Germany has not
come to an end.

25. September 2005
Andy participated the
32nd Berlin-Marathon
58.000 Participants of 103 Nations

I first went to Technical University of Berlin for
the summer semester of 2003 and wrote my
Master Thesis while carrying out research
within its aerodynamics department. After my
six month stay I returned to Seattle, where I
finished my courses and obtained an MS
degree in Aeronautics and Astronautics. Due
to my wonderful experience in Berlin, I decided
to return, so I applied for a research
scholarship from the House of Representatives
of Berlin. I was awarded the scholarship and
returned to the TU-Berlin in October of 2004 to
carry out a year of research and explore more
of the city, of course. At the same time I
greatly improved my language abilities and
started to search for carrier opportunities.
Early in 2005 I applied for a position within the
EADS Corporate Young Manager Program
(CYMP), a trainee program aimed at
internationally minded graduates of all
disciplines necessary within the company.

CONGRATULATION ANDY !
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The program is composed of four 3-month
projects within different EADS groups and
subsidiaries during which the participants are
to obtain an overview of the company and
build up a world-wide network. After a personal
interview and a two-day assessment center I
was offered a position within the program; it
was to be based at Eurocopter Germany in
Donauwörth. I accepted the offer and started
working on the 1st of September. I have now
completed my first trainee assignment and will
start a new project in January of 2006.
Published by:
Marianne Grütjen / DLBS / Hamburg
+49-40-5070-4999
marianne.gruetjen@dlh.de
December 19 th, 2005

Even though I am now relatively far away from
Berlin, I will not forget the personal network I
built up during my first stay in the capital and
am grateful for that opportunity.

A Merry & Peaceful Christmas Time
To All Of You &
A Happy & Sucessful New Year !
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